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Abstract:Customization design is a trend for developing a
bicycle in recent years. Thus, the comfort of riding a bicycle is an
important factor that should be paid much attention to while
developing a bicycle. From the viewpoint of ergonomics, the
concept of “fitting object to the human body” is designed into the
bicycle frame in this study. Firstly the important feature points
like riding posture, frame design, wheel size, materials required,
method of manufacture and types of failures are discussed.
Further this study proposes a detailed methodology which is
helpful for the designer to develop an elliptical bicycle in an
efficient and economical manner.
Keywords:- Bicycle frame, suitable material, fatigue failures, FEA
analysis, riding postures, ride height, frame joints, CFD.

I. INTRODUCTION
A bicycle, often called a bike or cycle, is a humanpowered, pedal-driven, single-track vehicle, having two
wheels attached to a frame, one behind the other. The bicycle
has undergone continual adaptation and improvement since its
inception. These innovations have continued with the advent
of modern materials and computer-aided design, allowing for
a proliferation of specialized bicycle types.
Bicycles can be categorized in many different ways:
by function, by number of riders, by general construction, by
gearing or by means of propulsion. The more common types
include utility bicycles, mountain bicycles, racing bicycles,
touring bicycles, hybrid bicycles, cruiser bicycles, and BMX
bikes. Less common are tandems, low riders, tall bikes, fixed
gear, folding models, amphibious bicycles and recumbents.
Unicycles, tricycles and quadracycles are not strictly bicycles,
as they have respectively one, three and four wheels, but are
often referred to informally as "bikes".

The bicycle is extraordinarily efficient in both
biological and mechanical terms. The bicycle is the most
efficient human-powered means of transportation in terms of
energy a person must expend to travel a given distance. From a
mechanical viewpoint, up to 99% of the energy delivered by
the rider into the pedals is transmitted to the wheels, although
the use of gearing mechanisms may reduce this by 10–15%. In
terms of the ratio of cargo weight a bicycle can carry to total
weight, it is also an efficient means of cargo transportation.
A recent trend and a new type of bicycle has its
advantageous impact on human life called as the elliptical
bicycle. Elliptical bikes combine the motion of an indoor
elliptical trainer with the outdoor mobility of a traditional
bicycle. The ElliptiGO is the world’s first elliptical bicycle.
By modifying the elliptical trainer motion and
combining it with the functionality of a bicycle, the ElliptiGO
line of bikes delivers a high-performance workout experience
that closely mimics running outdoors while eliminating the
impact. It provides the most comfortable, fun and efficient
way to get out and stay active.
ElliptiGO co-founder and former Ironman triathlete
Bryan Pate was inspired to create the world’s first elliptical
bicycle after injuries plagued him to the point where he could
no longer run for fitness. Although he was an experienced
cyclist, Pate chose instead to use the elliptical trainer to stay fit
because it was more comfortable than sitting on a bike.
Unsatisfied with the experience of working out in a
gym, however, Pate had a vision of creating a product that
would allow him to have both the outdoor ―running
experience‖ and the low-impact workout of the elliptical
machine. In 2005, Bryan partnered with ElliptiGO co-founder
Brent Teal, a mechanical engineer and ultra-marathoner, to
design and develop the world's first elliptical bicycle.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A Bi-cycle frame should have low weight, high
lateral stiffness and moderate vertical stiffness. Because of
chain load, frame lateral deformation during pedalling is
bigger when the rider pushes on right pedal (a pro rider may
apply a force up to two times his weight). Most of the bicycles
built today utilize heat treated steel or aluminium or titanium
alloy tubing to minimize their weight. The tubes are then
welded together to create the desired fork or frame geometry.
[1]
In recent years, as manufacturers of racing bicycles
and bicycle components have turned to wind tunnel testing to
optimize component design3, the athletes themselves are now
able to purchase time in wind tunnels to refine and perfect
their riding positions. Comprehensive reviews by Burke4 and
Lukes cite many efforts which validate the conventional
wisdom that the main contributors to overall drag are the rider,
the frame including fork and aerobars, and the wheels.
Greenwell et.al.6 have concluded that the drag contribution
from the wheels is on the order of 10% to 15% of the total
drag, and that with improvements in wheel design, an overall
reduction in drag on the order of 2% to 3% is possible. [2]
Since their invention in 1817, bicycles have proven to
be a healthy and environmentally friendly mode of
transportation for both enthusiasts and commuters alike.
Although the bicycle has remained ubiquitous over time, the
world has changed dramatically. Today, US roadways are
dominated by automobiles, aggressive, modes of human
transport. Unfortunately, bikers are considered second-class
citizens as they attempt to share roadways with motorists. In
fact, this has been the situation for most of the lifetime of the
bicycle. [3]
A schematic of bicycle frame size obtained from the
riding experiment is shown in Fig. 1 Generally, the three key
feature points: handlebars, the saddle and the central crank,
were used as the kernel to mark the frame size.
A represents the vertical distance from the saddle to the
ground; B the vertical distance from the crank center to the
ground; C the vertical distance from the handlebars to the
ground; D the horizontal distance from the handlebars to the
saddle; and, E the horizontal distance from the crank center to
the saddle. By this marking method, different frame sizes for
different human dimensions could be clearly illustrated. [4]

Fig. 1:- Positions of feature points and their feature angles
formed when riding. [4]
Spoked bicycle wheels are efficient, highly evolved,
structural systems. A useful analogy for a bicycle wheel
supporting vertical loads is that of a circular beam on a
prestressed elastic foundation, fixed at the center and loaded
radially at the circumference. To apply this analogy, the
system of interlacing spokes can be modeled as a disk of
uniform stiffness per length of circumference. Spokes of
varying lengths may be laced into wheels of fixed dimensions,
by modifying the interlacing geometry of the spokes. [5]

Fig. 2:- Tangential stiffness for various bicycle wheel designs.
[5]
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It is possible to build a bicycle frame with very little
equipment. I have done it myself. It took me a lot longer than
it would if I had a few more items of quality equipment, and it
was awkward and took lots of concentration. Deciding on the
right amount of equipment is up to the individual frame
builder. It will depend on how he/she wishes to make frames,
the space available to house the equipment and the finances at
their disposal. As can be seen in my case studies, frame
builders can be successful using several different
―philosophies‖ with regard to equipment. Take Richard Sachs
for example: he is one of the most well-known and successful
frame builders in the world, yet he doesn’t have a milling
machine or a lathe. In fact, his workshop is noticeably devoid
of equipment apart from a frame jig, a couple of benches, a
vice and some hand tools. [6]

Toughness- Toughness is the ability of a metal to absorb
energy and deform before fracturing (breaking). A tough metal
is more ductile (pliable) and deforms rather than breaks. [7]
Fatigue is a prominent failure mechanism for
mountain bike frames, and can lead to serious accidents, costly
recalls, and poor product image for bicycle frame
manufacturers. The team collaborated with a local bike
company, in the process of developing a new 6061-T6
aluminum mountain bike, to investigate the fatigue behavior
of the new frame and optimize the material/heat treatment and
frame design. [8]

What are the best materials to use in bicycle
frames—steel? aluminum? carbon fiber? magnesium?
titanium? The answer lies in the physical properties of these
materials—their characteristics and how they behave under
certain conditions. The designer chooses the material that best
suits the intended use of the bike (road or off road), and the
expected cost (titanium and carbon fiber are especially
expensive). Listed below are some of the properties bike
designers look at when they build a bicycle.
Density- Density is how much a material weighs for a given
volume.
Stiffness- The measurement for stiffness is called the modulus
of elasticity; it is the degree to which a material that undergoes
stress can deform, and then recover and return to its original
shape after the stress ceases
Elongation- Elongation is a measure of how far a material
will stretch before it breaks. It is very sensitive to the type of
alloy used and how the metal is processed.
Tensile Strength- Tensile strength is a measure of the greatest
longitudinal stress a substance can bear without tearing apart;
it is expressed as a ratio of maximum load to crosssectional
area.
Fatigue Strength- Fatigue strength is a measure of the stress
at which a material fails after a number of cycles. Steel and
titanium alloys have a specific fatigue strength below which a
load (force) may be applied an infinite number of times
without causing the metal to bend or break.

Fig. 3:- Tubing diagram of the donated bicycle frames. [8]
As far back as 1986, Peterson and Londry (1986)
used FEA to fine-tube the design of the Trek 2000 aluminium
frame using two other existing designs (one steel, one
aluminium) as performance benchmarks for mass, strength
and stiffness characteristics. Their model used beam elements
to represent the tubular frame structure (excluding forks) with
restraints at the rear axle and head tube, and loads applied in a
range of load cases at the seat tube, head tube, brake bridge,
and bottom bracket (BB). While this study did not include an
analysis of varied geometry, the analysis of varied load cases
provided a rich insight into various generic performance
characteristics, for example that energy losses in the vertical
direction could be increased with little negative effect on hill
climbing performance (i.e. an out of saddle load case) and that
the down tube was always the greatest strain energy absorber,
storing between 38-49% of the total (followed by the seat
tube, storing between 19-25%). [9]
Developments have recently been made in analysis of
bicycle self stability. Applicability of benchmarked linearized
dynamics equations to a variation of modern bicycle designs is
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investigated. Results gained through experimentation on an
instrumented bicycle with variable geometry are compared to
predicted results. Precise three dimensional modeling is used
to calculate bicycle mass properties, for use in dynamics
equations. Strong correlations between experimental and
predicted results are found over large variations in bicycle
geometry. Bicycles have been the subject of much research
throughout their development. This thesis studies self stability
of bicycles, which until recently had not been completely
captured and verified mathematically. [10]

In this work CFD was used to explore the complex
and unsteady nature of air flow around several commercially
available front bicycle wheel configurations. Extending our
previous work, this study examined more realistic front wheel
geometry, adding the front fork, top tube, head tube, down
tube, caliper and brake pads to the modeling domain: Three
wheels, namely the Zipp 404, Zipp1080 and HED H3
TriSpoke were considered. In addition, two commercially
available front fork designs, the Reynolds Carbon fork and the
Blackwell Bandit slotted fork, were also studied. [13]

Most mechanics textbooks or treaties on bicycles
either ignore the matter of their stability or treat it fairly
trivial. The bicycle is assumed to be balanced by the action of
its rider who, if he feels the vehicle falling, steers into the
direction of the fall and so traverses a curved trajectory of
such a radius as to generate enough centrifugal force to correct
the fall. The next level of sophistication in current bicycle
stability theory invokes the gyroscopic action of the front
wheel. If this bike tilts, the front wheel processes about the
steering axis and steers it in a curve that as, before, counteracts
the tilt. [11]

To obtain a sense of the relative performance merits
for the design configurations studied here, the overall power
requirements were calculated for each combination of front
wheel and fork; wheel only configurations were not included
here. In general, it was observed for all cases that the power
requirement needed to increase the speed from 20mph to
30mph went up by a factor slightly greater than three. This
result is consistent with the convention that the increase in
power goes up with the cube of the increase in speed. [14]

An experimental analysis of the frame design for a
hybrid bicycle was presented. The analysis was conducted to
obtain an understanding of the dynamics load distribution
which may be encountered during competitive riding.
Experimental measurements were also necessary for a
verification of numerical analysis. Dynamic strains resulting
from typical riding events indicated that the design scaling
from static to dynamic events required a scaling factor of at
least 20. In addition, the load history resulting from dynamic
activities provided the appropriate information necessary for a
preliminary fatigue design analysis. [12]

Several critical issues such as the wheel rim depth
and cross-sectional profile, wheel diameter (650c or 700c),
and development of an integrated front fork/frame/caliper
assembly, optimized to work with a specific wheel, still
remain open. We believe that CFD is now in a position to fully
explore wind tunnel discoveries, and advance the
understanding of the critical design changes which ultimately
lead to the performance improvements sought after by
competitive and amateur cyclists and triathletes. [15]
In this paper, we present an approach that solves the
problem by offloading the low-level cognitive requirements
from a biker to her bicycle. To support this approach, we
enhance a standard bicycle with sensing and computational
capabilities to create a Cyber-Physical bicycle system. The
core goal of this system is to provide accurate and timely
detection of rear-approaching vehicles to alert the biker of the
pending encounter, through the cross-cutting application of
mobile sensing, computer vision, and audio processing
techniques. [16]
The central goal of this work is to reduce the
cognitive overhead of a biker to allow her to focus attention on
bicycle handling and the roadway ahead. Evaluating this is a
challenging problem as it requires thorough coverage of
different biker skill levels, riding styles, roadway and route
characteristics, environmental conditions, and user interface
issues. As such, we acknowledge the importance and need for

Fig. 4:- Fatigue limit of aluminum vs. steel [12]
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a full user study and plan to conduct one in the future as a
separate, but related piece of research. [17]

and increased down tube thickness near the bottom bracket.
[20]

This study defined five joint angles in the
measurement of riding postures. Since each feature joint angle
was constantly changing during the process of measurement,
this study used only the feature angles when the tests stopped
at the lowest stepping point in riding as the required measured
results. Meanwhile, the changing range of each testers' body
angle on different bicycle types was recorded. [18]

III. METHODOLOGY
1. Material Selection:The material required for developing an elliptical bicycle must
be selected very carefully as the stresses and fatigue forces
involved are different than the conventional bicycle. As per
the material survey the best suited material is the alloy steel
(SS). The mentioned material was chosen as the material for
bicycle frame due to its low density and compatible yield
strength. This material was chosen for designing frame and
comparing its results with different materials as mild steel,
EN8 etc.
Optional Material:1. Al-6061-magnesiam and Silicon Major Alloying Elementdensity 2.70g/Cm^3.
2. Al-7005-Zinc-density-2.78g/cm^3- depending on the
temper, may be slightly stronger.
2. Designing of the Model:The frame required to be developed for elliptical bicycle can
be designed by standard designing procedures and if the load
carrying capacity of the frame is known.
3. Drafting a CAD Model:-

Fig. 5:- Bicycle frame size captured by detection system. [18]
The spoke pattern affects the over-all radial stiffness
of the wheel more than it affects the spoke strains. From a
theoretical analysis, a numerical analysis, static experimental
analysis, and in-service measurements, the spoke strains
appear to be insensitive to the pattern of the spoke lacing.
From a numerical analysis, the spoking pattern has the greatest
impact on the spoke strains when the wheel is subjected to
large lateral loads, such as during cornering. In this case,
wheels with longer spokes have lower strains than do wheels
with shorter spokes. [19]
An investigation was conducted with the optimal
material / heat treatment, and geometry design. The optimal
6013-T6 alloy was set for the frame material. The geometry
was optimized with the extended weld between the top and
down tube, increased radius of curvature for the down tube,

Required CAD can be developed using 3-D modeling
softwares. The cad geometry must have basic requirement for
Head tube, top tube, bottom tube, chain stays, bottom bracket
shell and the two triangles commonly says diamond frame.
This is the model of the bicycle frame. A bicycle frame is the
main component of a bicycle, onto which wheels and other
components are fitted. The modern and most common frame
design for an upright bicycle is based on the safety bicycle,
and consists of two triangles, a main triangle and a paired rear
triangle. Frames are required to be strong, stiff and light,
which they do by combining different materials and shapes.
4. Meshing:For better quality mesh combination of first and second order
tetra elements are to used. Surface meshing using triangular
elements is to be performed to achieve better control on the
meshing. Further this mesh will be converted into a tetra
mesh. Selective tetra elements will be converted into second
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order and selective regions will be finely meshed using first
order elements controlling the number of nodes formed.
5. Frame Analysis:Several properties of a material help decide whether it is
appropriate in the construction of a bicycle frame:
1. Density (or specific gravity) is a measure of how light or
heavy the material per unit volume.
2. Stiffness (or elastic modulus) can in theory affect the ride
comfort and power transmission efficiency. In practice,
because even a very flexible frame is much more stiff than the
tires and saddle, ride comfort is in the end more a factor of
saddle choice, frame geometry, tire choice, and bicycle fit.
Lateral stiffness is far more difficult to achieve because of the
narrow profile of a frame, and too much flexibility can affect
power transmission, primarily through tire scrub on the road
due to rear triangle distortion, brakes rubbing on the rims and
the chain rubbing on gear mechanisms. In extreme cases gears
can change themselves when the rider applies high torque out
of the saddle.
6. Fabrication of the Model:After the analysis of the model, on analysis softwares for
different loads and environmental conditions, the frame can be
fabricated followed by the selection of suitable material after
market survey. Fabrication techniques include welding,
bending and assembly of various parts required.
7. Testing of the Fabricated Model:Followed by the fabrication of the actual model, it should be
tested for different road and environmental conditions to
identify any defects or flaws in the design or fabrication
processes.
8. Troubleshooting:If any defects or flaws are found in the fabricated model, the
defects or flaws will be corrected/rectified by taking suitable
steps.

be used to calculate the frame sizes of common bicycle types
by numeric operations. In the above literature review the size
and type of wheel to be selected for a particular bicycle
application is instructed. The various fatigue failures,
materials required and analysis included in fabrication of a
bicycle is cited in detail.
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